CAMX Steering Committee

The CAMX Steering Committee is responsible for the overall direction and oversight of all CAMX activities and subcommittees. It is comprised of three member representatives from both ACMA and SAMPE.
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CAMX Joint Programming Subcommittee

The CAMX Joint Programming Subcommittee is responsible for the development of the CAMX Featured Sessions, and provides oversight for the entire conference program to ensure it meets the needs and direction set by the CAMX Steering Committee and ensures that the entire conference program is cohesive and representative of important topics in the industry.
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SAMPE Technical Subcommittee
Responsible for identifying conference program tracks and categories, recruiting submissions to the CAMX conference program, and providing review and moderator support throughout the abstract to presentation process. Committee works along with the ACMA Technical Paper and ACMA Education Session Committees.
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ACMA Education Session Subcommittee
Responsible for identifying conference program tracks and categories, recruiting submissions to the CAMX conference program, and providing review and moderator support throughout the abstract to presentation process. Committee works along with the SAMPE Technical Committee.
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ACMA Technical Paper Subcommittee

Responsible for identifying conference program tracks and categories, recruiting submissions to the CAMX conference program, and providing review and moderator support throughout the abstract to presentation process. Committee works along with the SAMPE Technical Committee.
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